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Traidcraft Exchange Zoom Webinar Wednesday 25th November 6.30 pm. 

“Changing Trade and Changing Lives in Challenging Times”. 

Charlotte Simpson , CEO Tradecraft Exchange. 

She began by welcoming everyone (over 320 people had logged into this free 

discussion) and thanked all campaigners for their continuing support explaining that 

Traidcraft Exchange was the charitable half of Traidcraft plc, having started in 1986. 

Its mission was to seek & obtain greater trade justice especially with regard to:- 

 Women 

 Vulnerable groups 

 “Invisible people” e.g. tea growers & pickers in S. Asia; garment workers in 

India/Bangladesh; farmers in the coastal belt of Tanzania 

 Funding small-scale, start-up enterprises in Africa and S.E. Asia. 

 Focus on the most marginalised people who find difficulty to raise credit 

through mainstream doners. 

This is achieved through direct contact with farmers and workers by asking and 

prioritising their needs. Also Traidcraft Exchange identifies priorities to make them 

more self-sufficient through:-- 

 Coaching, mentoring, and training in new skills 

 Establishing long term relationships between buyers, suppliers, & producers. 

 To train, listen, empower, and engage with local people to become key 

decision makers.. 

 Creating small-scale sustainable and resilient businesses that can respond 

quickly and efficiently to change. 

Traidcraft Exchange was to examine new alternative business strategic approaches, 

moving away from working with large doners and agencies, in essence going back to 

its roots. 

 Shifting the power – to the people on the ground. 

 Investing  only in small-scale “grass-root” projects with potential “ripple 

effects” to spread benefits locally. 

 Transferring decision making from the UK to the local enterprises, giving them 

a voice, the power to make business decisions, set agendas, and be 

responsive, even though they may lack political influence. 

David (New Chairman of the Board of Trustees) 

He reported that Tradecraft Exchange was a pioneer and agent of change in each 

new decade. His experience in Christian Aid Africa showed that it needed to respond 

to the new realities that coronvirus had brought, and echoed that Tradecraft 

Exchange needed to become explicitly anti-racist in all its decision making where it 
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matters. Fairtrade Fortnight was vital to raise the profile of the charity and that the 

following points were essential to their role:- 

 The crucial role of business (working closely with its partner - Traidcraft plc) 

 Traidcraft Exchange does collaborate with Fairtrade, sharing a history of 

supporters and campaigners. It also works jointly on some projects as well as 

with NGO’s, cooperatives, and producer groups 

 Vital to shift the balance of power to people on the ground. 

 The direction of trade justice in now inseparable from Climate Justice. 

 Need to recognize the importance of women and their value in supply chains. 

 Need to filter technical and management training to farmers and workers to 

organize and obtain further credit and loans. 

 Tradecraft Exchange is more specialised than Fairtrade Foundation which has 

its roots in more mainstream financing, sales, and supply chains with larger 

companies and producer cooperatives. 

 Tradecraft Exchange concentrates on the smallest micro-scale workers - 

(“Small is beautiful, but there is strength in numbers”) - and farmer 

associations and assists them in their organization. 

 Equitable Fairtrade with Climate Change Justice is the new balance on a very 

local and regional scale, Not international.. 

Catherine Gunby (Head of Africa Programme) 

She reported on a new and exciting small-scale project in the Rufiji River Basin 

region on the coastal belt of Tanzania which reflected their mantra of “People; 

Planet; Prosperity and the reduction of Poverty”. This project has been designed 

with local committees, with Traidcraft Exchange injecting their technical, business 

management and economic skills to the local farmers. Working alongside these local 

“partners” the idea is to:- 

 Strengthen and support small-scale farmer groups. 

 Provide leadership, finance, and gender inclusion where women can access 

credit. 

 Boost the wildlife and biodiversity of this mangrove forest region. 

 Mangroves absorb and store carbon dioxide gases and provide a habitat for 

many species of fish and birds. 

 There are currently high levels of poverty with only a third of people having 2 

meals a day and little safe drinking water. 

 Showing local farmers how to access and identify markets.  

 Investing in appropriate technology, solar dryers, and irrigation pumps. 

 Help farmers fight back against drought and climate change and reduce post-

harvest losses. 

 Regenerating an exhausted land denuded by cutting down trees for charcoal 

for additional income. 
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 Increase farmers’ bargaining power and income through training and 

marketing skills provision. 

 Develop symbiotic agricultural enterprises such as bee keeping; honey 

production;  growing fruit trees; planting trees for shade/timber; fish farming; 

sunflowers; vegetable growing; and poultry rearing to diversify the existing 

crop base of rice, cassava and maize. It also means the waste generated by 

one farming activity provides the inputs for another. This would also form part 

of the village environmental policy 

 This means less reliance on one or two major crops and the diverse 

production could result in accessing and capturing wider markets of Dar-es-

Salaam; local tourist hotels; and regional town markets, through carefully 

selected supply chains.  

 This regeneration appeal by Traidcraft Exchange will be launched between 

April and June 2021. Donations will be matched by the UK Government. 

 This project is aiming to support some 2000 people and seeks to “bridge” the 

business world and the charity world gap. 

 Well thought out project looks to meet the problems brought about by climate 

change such as:- 

 Salt water flooding 

 Decreasing soil fertility 

 Unpredictable weather 

 Human activity 

 Droughts 

 Less trees mean less insects and wildlife 

 Reduced agricultural output affecting 95% of the local population = less food 

production = less money.  

 This scheme is expected to increase Farmers income by around 20%. 

 Local farmer associations and bodies would work closely with local 

government so they can raise issues and discuss policies jointly. 

This Traidcraft Exchange Regeneration Scheme is open to private donations and 

pledges from the UK, and during March to June 2021, the money donated during 

these months will be matched by the UK government for this period 

Fiona Gooch – Senior Policy Advisor – “The Fast Fashion Crisis” 

Fiona talked about the sad state of affairs concerning the garment and fast fashion 

industries. Garment workers have been ignored by fashion retailers during the 

COVID- 19 pandemic. Global food and especially garment supply chains rely of 

cheap, flexible, and immediate production in India and Bangladesh. Although they 

state that they want the workers to have good working conditions and a living wage, 

the reverse is often the case. Garment workers are confronted with:- 

 Precarious employment 

 Low wages, harassment and union bashing. 
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 Mass dismissals 

 Poor and/or unsafe working conditions 

 Long hours 

 No long term commitment/contracts by the giant international clothing and 

retail companies, who cut corners. 

 Contracts are made by and are biased towards the retailers themselves. 

 English contract law is used to negotiate contracts but they are seen by 

retailers as troublesome while the garment suppliers require financing and 

payments to pay their suppliers and accessory companies like button and zip 

manufacturers. These accessories are “backing-up” in the garment premises. 

 Orders are made 6 to 9 months in advance by retailers. The supply chain is 

flexible but precarious. 

At the start of the coronavirus pandemic, many UK and European retailers held, 

delayed, or cancelled payments to the garment producers in March, April and 

May 2020, which was illegal, so suppliers had to take out extortionate covering 

loans which lead to job losses in the garment industry. 

Traidcraft Exchange’s response to this crisis was to start a campaign directed to 

raise awareness and reach out to the garment workers of Bangladesh who were 

suffering from wage theft or mass dismissals. 

 Demanded what 14 major brands on 7th April 2020 were doing about their 

garment supply workers.  

 Most fashion brands had let their garment supply workers down, by cancelling 

orders, delaying payments, or resulting in lost livelihoods. 

 Set up a “Clean Clothes Campaign” to highlight unlawful activities of retailers. 

 Contract Law is unethical. 

 Working towards getting a UK Regulator to stop this abusive purchasing 

 UK retailers owe over £750 million to Bangladeshi garment and supply 

companies alone. Tesco; M &S; White Stuff; Edinburgh Woollen Mills; Asda; 

and Topshop etc. have all halted payments or demanded 5% – 30% discounts 

on orders during the pandemic. 

 Primark cancelled £98 million orders to Bangladesh factories at the start of 

the COVID outbreak 

 Over £12 billion of clothes orders globally have not been paid for by the 

Fashion brand industry, translating into the withholding of £2.5 to £4.3 billion 

in owed wages 

 Only one UK brand,Next have agreed to pay their supply workers the full 

value of their contract in 2021. 

 Brands actions have been unlawful under International law 

 Traidcraft Exchange have called for a UK Government Garment Industry 

Regulator similar to that of the Groceries Adjudicator. This would undo the 

built in bias of contracts favouring the fashion retailers in the UK and Europe 

and the problem of transferring risk further down the supply chain. Retailers 
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want cheap, flexible volume contracts, low wages, and immediate delivery 

NOT long term relationships or contracts. 

 Fabrics are ordered 9 months in advance while payment to the factory 

workers is on final delivery and when garments  are exported and reach UK 

ports 4 weeks later. 

Parveen Pereira - Director of Programmes (India and Bangladesh) 

 Assisting vulnerable communities in India & Bangladesh.to cope with the 

pandemic and the many livelihoods that have been lost or altered. 

 To “Build Back Better” and make communities more resilient to changes. 

 Work towards changing existing (contract) laws which undermine the needs of 

vulnerable communities. 

 Traidcraft Exchange has worked with many partners like Christian Aid and 

other consortia in the tea growing industry as well. 

 Traidcraft Exchange has a unique identity in that it tries to bridge business 

and trade knowledge with social and community development through its 

charitable projects designed to reduce poverty. 

 The behaviour of the powerful during coronavirus pandemic has undermined - 

 Poor people 

 Women 

 The elderly 

 Ethnic minorities 

 Migrants 

 Children 

 Food access made more difficult 

 Farmers unable to get crops to markets 

 Garment makers not hiring labour through COVID 

Traidcraft Exchange Response Teams 

 Response teams are already in the poorest regions 

 Provide relief loans; dry rations; and water for over 25,000 families 

 PPE equipment like masks, sanitizers and soap. 

 Supporting wages while workers are on reduced hours or furlough. 

 Providing short term loans and practical advice for new crops and seeds. 

 Promoting sustainable agriculture, new crops, and businesses 

 Helping to organize new farmers’ associations and women’s groups. 

 Empowering them with decision – making skills and governance. 

 Traidcraft Exchange working with locals on the ground funding start up 

projects in diverse and informal sectors. 

 Policies and planning seek to protect workers and try to improve their 

resilience both to the pandemic and the worst ravages of climate change. 

Mike King and Sheena King  


